2008 jeep patriot battery

Researching battery replacements for your Jeep Patriot? Check the chart to find the right car
battery size and cold cranking amps for your Patriot. Sadly, your Jeep Patriot won't last forever.
Neither will its battery. The average car battery lasts three to five years. Look out for symptoms
of a faulty car battery. A slow engine crank, an illuminated battery or check engine light, bloated
battery case, corroded battery terminals, or weak lights can all be signs that your battery is on
its last leg. Or, you can get a complimentary battery check at your nearest Firestone Complete
Auto Care. Our equipment can see how much charge is left in your battery. Visit us for a
complimentary battery check and, if necessary, a battery replacement to help keep your Jeep
Patriot running! Car batteries are only one of our many strong suits. Get help choosing the
battery size that fits your car perfectly, and schedule a weekday or weekend battery
replacement service for your car. Interstate leads the way in terms of car battery reliability,
charge capacity, and innovation for many years. Pop the hood of any Jeep Patriot and you may
find a trusty Interstate Battery. Their powerful products are installed in industrial lifts,
commercial trucks, UTVs, and fishing boats. To run optimally, your Jeep Patriot requires a
dependable battery. Did you recently have a new Jeep Patriot car battery installed? You can
give your new battery a head start with proper care and attention. Firestone Complete Auto Care
has answers to your top car battery questions. If you have a Patriot-specific battery question,
visit your nearest store. Our technicians have the answers. Don't let a failing battery slow you
down. Shop replacement batteries for Jeep Patriots today and schedule a quick installation at
Firestone Complete Auto Care. Schedule an Appointment. Why won't my Patriot battery stay
charged? A battery is in its final hour when it will no longer hold a charge. It may be getting old.
Stop in for a free battery check at your nearest Firestone Complete Auto Care to learn more
about the state of your battery. What happens to my old Patriot battery? We recycle it! You can
find affordable Patriot batteries by using one of our car battery coupons, when available. Plus,
every Interstate Battery comes with a maintenance-free performance warranty and limited-time
free replacement. Shop Batteries. The Jeep Patriot first debuted with the Jeep Compass in April
for the next year, and shared a platform with the GS platform, differentiated only by their styling
and marketing. The Jeep Patriot is a 4-door compact SUV that comes in a transverse
front-engine, front-wheel drive or all-wheel drive, and comes with various engines, like the 2.
The transmission options include the 5-speed Magna manual transmission, the 6-speed Aisin
BG6 manual diesel transmission, and the 6-speed Hyundai 6F24 automatic transmission. The
Jeep Patriot uses either a 2. Both front wheel drive and four wheel drive are both available for
the Jeep Patriot. The electronically controlled clutch on the rear differential can be locked below
a certain speed, and requests that the ECC be locked more in the regular all wheel drive mode.
The Jeep Patriot underwent a facelift in , with minor interior and exterior upgrades for this
model year. The three trims were offered, either Sport, Latitude, or Limited. For the model, the
70th anniversary Edition model was produced in order to commemorate big occasions in Jeep
history. It was based on the Sport model with beige interior colors, unique alloy wheels,
nine-speaker sound system with subwoofer, fold down liftgate speakers, Sirius XM radio,
leather wrapped steering wheel, leather seats, and other features. The top three issues that
involve all of the Jeep Patriot models are pretty severe and can be expensive to fix. The third
worst problem involves the water leaking into the cabin in the Jeep Patriot, which occurs at
around 10, miles. The second worst problem includes the water also leaking into the interior at
around 7, miles in the Jeep Patriot. The inception year of the Jeep Patriot definitely had some
problems, but was much less prevalent than the following couple of years after the model year.
The main categories of concern for users focused on the body and paint section and the engine
system. The top issues of the body and paint focus on the water leaking into the interior, the
subframe cracking, and the subframe rotting out. The top concerns regarding the engine
include the engine stalling and shutting down while driving, the car hesitation upon
acceleration, the car stalling when it rains or there is extensive moisture, the car losing power
and acceleration, and the car running roughly. This year the Jeep Patriot had the highest
number of user complaints, with the most user issues focusing on the windows and windshield,
and the body and paint for both users and the NHTSA. The top concerns regarding the body and
paint system involve the water leaking into the interior, the car having a rusted subframe , and
the paint bubbling after use. The top category of concerns for this model year involves the body
and paint, with users stating that the water leaks into the interior as it has the previous year, the
engine cradle rusted through, the subframe and cradle rusts, and the paint peels off of the roof.
After a few years of high number of problems, the model year significantly declined, with the
highest number of complaints focusing on the transmission category. The transmission
concerns focus on the high pitch wine, the transmission failing, the transmission grinding, the
transmission slipping, and the gearbox shifting itself. Unlike the previous years, the engine
problems dominate this model year, with the top concerns focus on the car having difficulty

starting, the engine stalling while driving, the engine cutting during turns, the car losing power ,
the engine cutting off after refueling, the engine dying, the engine seizing, and the car throttle
body not shifting. The had almost the same number of issues as the previous years but the top
category of concern focuses on the transmision. The top issues focus on the transmission
overheating, the transmission slipping, the transmission failing, and the transmission hose
cracking. The next year of the Jeep Patriot had the same problem category, with the
transmission having the highest number of complaints that have not been solved since the
previous year, with trousers stating that the transmission overheats and dies, the transmission
does not shift correctly, and the transmission noise occurs while the car is driving. After a few
years of the Jeep Patriot having relatively few problems compared to the model years, the had a
few more issues than Jeep would have liked. The top concerns focus on the body and paint
category, with the second highest problem category focusing on the electrical system. The top
electrical system issues focus on the engine not being able to turn over , the engine not
starting, the throttle control and engine stability lights turning on, the timp failing, and the
vehicle shutting down while driving. The had fewer issues than the previous year, with the body
and paint still taking the top spot for user complaints, and the second problem category being
the engine system. The top owner concerns regarding the engine focus on the engine stalling
and dying while driving, the engine getting a compartment fire, and the engine surging at low
speeds. The model year got a little bit better than the previous years, with the body and paint
still being the top problem category. The next highest problem issues with the Jeep Patriot
involve the brakes, the engine, and the electrical system. The top owner issues with the brakes
involve the brakes squeaking at just around 4, miles, with users stating that there is a loud
noise every time the user presses the brakes. The engine issues focus on bad motor mounts,
the trouble starting in the engine, the car not accelerating while driving, and the car shutting
down while driving. The issues with the motor mounts occur at just below 10, miles and have
users stating that the brake calipers tighten up due to the excessive vibration. The electrical
system problems involve the car not being able to start, the interior switches not working, the
dash lights flashing periodically, the lights dimming, and the low tire lights turning on. The pros
of this model year involve the lower base price and the capable off-road features with the
Freedom Drive II package. The cons of this Jeep Patriot include the underpowered and noisy
engines, the cheap cabin materials, the poor fuel economy, and the few driver assistance
features. The pros of the Jeep Patriot involve off-road capabilities, but the overall ranking in
categories is deferred due to the lower quality materials, the flimsy handling, the lack of power
engine performance , poor crash test scores, and below average reliability. The cons of this
Jeep Patriot involve the underpowered engines, the lack of features, the cheap cabin materials,
and the poor safety ratings. The Jeep Patriot is a fairly safe and reliable car, but earned lower
rankings in many categories and earned a low ranking in the Car US News scorecard. It is also
important to determine the overall IIHS safety ratings to determine if this is a
confidence-inspiring car to drive. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved.
There are other situations as well. There are also specific battery post cleaners that you can
buy. They are usually less than 10 bucks at the local parts store or Wal-Mart. You can take it up
to the local parts store and have it tested. Most parts stores can test an alternator for you. If it is
you should see the battery or alternator light on, it indicates that the alternator is not creating
the necessary voltage to charge the battery. It could be a bad battery, or more likely a bad
battery cable too. Good luck running down what is causing your battery to drain in your Jeep
Patriot. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. If
this is the case, the first thing that you are going to want to look at is all of the lights. If your
Patriot is equipped with a glove compartment light, check and see if it is turning off. Maybe one
of the map lights is on? How about all of the accessory plugs? Is something plugged into one of
them and drawing power? Any aftermarket accessories? If not, it may be that there is an
electrical problem. Honda City helped make these videos. The video above shows you how to
replace the battery in your Jeep Patriot. We recommend changing the battery in Jeeps every 4
years. Although some batteries last much longer, most batteries begin breaking down
chemically after four years, so you could experience dimmer headlights and other negative
effects before you have a dead battery in your Patriot that you need to replace. Replacing the
battery in your Patriot involves removing the terminals. When you reconnect the terminals, your
radio presets are likely to be cleared out. In some Patriots, you may need to re-enter a security
code to get your radio to work again. Check for this code in your owners manual - it will usually
be either a sticker or small card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call Jeep and they will give
you the code for free. In many Jeeps, the transmission "learns" how you drive over time and
makes adjustments, so you may experience altered driving dynamics as your car re-learns your
driving style after changing the battery. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing

drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures
covering the majority of cars on the road. Transmissions that leak fluid usually have never been
flushed and the seal is finally leaking. The right stop leak product can cure a lot. Car companies
often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the
same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our
system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics.
The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to
get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part
and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. Replace your air filter! Isn't efficiency great? Checking coolant hoses.
Coolant hoses wear out over time and need to be replaced - check 'em early and often.
Checking the windshield washer fluid. There's no reason to check the washer fluid level without
adding some - see how to do it here! Dealing with minor transmission fluid leaks. See all videos
for the Jeep Patriot. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything
Honda City helped make these videos. The video above shows you how to replace the battery in
your Jeep Patriot. We recommend changing the battery in Jeeps every 4 years. Although some
batteries last much longer, most batteries begin breaking down chemically after four years, so
you could experience dimmer headlights and other negative effects before you have a dead
battery in your Patriot that you need to replace. Replacing the battery in your Patriot involves
removing the terminals. When you reconnect the terminals, your radio presets are likely to be
cleared out. In some Patriots, you may need to re-enter a security code to get your radio to work
again. Check for this code in your owners manual - it will usually be either a sticker or small
card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call Jeep and they will give you the code for free. In many
Jeeps, the transmission "learns" how you drive over time and makes adjustments, so you may
experience altered driving dynamics as your car re-learns your driving style after changing the
battery. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their
cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the
road. Did you know that the sun wears out wiper blades faster than rain? Replace your blades
twice a year. One of the easiest fluids to top off - learn how to open the hood and where the
reservoir is on your car. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also
slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to
help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Top up power steering fluid. Help keep
your car as responsive as you are by maintaining proper power steering fluid levels. Seal minor
power steering fluid leaks. See how to seal up minor power steering fluid leaks. Replace your
wiper blades. Add washer fluid. See all videos for the Jeep Patriot. We have a massive and
growing video library, but we don't have everything It is trying to warn you that there is an issue
with the charging system. The charging system itself is relatively simple. The battery light
comes on when it detects that the voltage in the battery is too low. Most battery lights will come
on when the vehicle starts if the computer has detected that the voltage was too low for a
quality start. With an older battery, you will often notice this on the first truly cold day of the
year. You may have noticed your Patriot struggling to start, and then the battery light stays on
after the start. The engine turns the alternator, which charges the battery. The battery is
primarily there to start your Patriot. This is an important thing to know. A bad battery usually
makes itself known when you are trying to start the vehicle. A bad alternator will usually make
itself known when the engine is already running. A new alternator will rectify the problem.
Nearly all modern vehicles use a serpentine belt to turn the alternator. The voltage from the
alternator is sent to the battery through a wire that connects to the battery post. It only takes a
second to check it out. A battery post cleaner or wire brush can clean it up in no time. Just be
careful not to get any of the corrosion in your eye. If the alternator seemed to be charging the
battery fine, then it is time to move on to the battery itself. We recommend taking it to the local
parts store. Almost all of them will test it for free. Your Patriot will operate for a short period of
time off of the battery alone. But, if the alternator has gone bad, it will eventually leave you
stranded. If your battery light comes on when you are on the road, get somewhere to have it
tested as soon as you can. If you feel there is anything you can add, please leave a comment
below. Good luc
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k! Battery The battery is primarily there to start your Patriot. Alternator A typical alternator A
bad alternator will usually make itself known when the engine is already running. Alternator Belt
Nearly all modern vehicles use a serpentine belt to turn the alternator. Battery Post Corrosion
The voltage from the alternator is sent to the battery through a wire that connects to the battery
post. Touch the positive side of the voltmeter to the positive battery wire. With the engine off,
you should get a reading somewhere between Leave the air conditioner off, as well as the
headlights and any other accessories. After firing the engine up, you should get over If you got
Now, assuming that the alternator was producing over 14 volts, go ahead and turn on the
headlights, air conditioner, radio, and any other accessory you can think of, and run the same
test all over again. Battery Test If the alternator seemed to be charging the battery fine, then it is
time to move on to the battery itself.

